COMPREHENSIVE

Revenue Cycle
Management Services
Our automation expertise will help your processes &
your experience improve your profitability.
Sabrina, is an example of how we leverage technology to eliminate errors and
inefficiencies in the Eligibility and Benefit Verification process for Dental enterprises
across the nation.
iSpace powered Dental Eligibility and Benefits System, Sabrina, an advanced and
automated solution, not only seamlessly integrates into your patient management
system but also provides real-time appointment reporting to ensure every
appointment is verified accurately ahead of the scheduled time.
Additionally, our Robotic Processes Automation
(RPA) enabled business processes ensure greater
accuracy and vastly improved efficiency while enabling
real-time access across the entire RCM cycle, including
though not limited to, Pre-Authorization, Eligibility and
Benefits Verification, Claims Submission, Payment
Posting, Denial Management, Patient A/R, etc.
Our domain knowledge in Healthcare and Dental
industries, combined with expertise in all main-stream
and emerging technologies - Mobile, Cloud, AI, ML, Big
Data and IoT among others - positions us uniquely for
developing solutions that address your today’s needs
and tomorrow’s growth.

Sabrina Advantage
Seamless integration with
your PMS
Consolidated and real-time
reporting/dashboard
Improved accuracy in
treatment estimates
Increased payment ratio
Improved patient satisfaction

Dashboard &
Highlights
Extracts required details from your appointment book at scheduled intervals
Runs appointments through pre-defined set of rules for speedier resolution of any pending
unverified appointments
Verifies patient eligibility, updates complete and exhaustive benefits breakdown and selects
appropriate plans for the patient
Writes back eligibility and patient information to your patient management system
Provides practices the ability to view the complete form with patient eligibility and benefits details
Provides access to our web-based Dashboard, for a consolidated view across offices
Completely customizable with your current processes
Generates real-time reports in multiple formats

Sabrina is always evolving to improve efficiencies using
automation and industry best practices to provide optimum
performance at your dental office.
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